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GREENHOOD 
They say it is worth listening to a “MASTER” and an 

“Apprentice” talking about their similar passions.  

Well at our next meeting Monday 20
th

 May @ 7.30 pm at 

Legacy House is when “Master” Noel Doyle will discuss 

the pros and cons of potting “fernmania” and 

“apprentice” Peter Manchester will show why it is 

important to water potting bark efficiently. 

This will happen while judging of the Autumn Show is 

occurring in the “supper” room under the guidance of 

Show Marshall Jim Smith. 

May is our Autumn Show… will you “bench” by  

        7.15 pm? 

See pages 9… For the show schedule .. be in it. 

  

  

Pterostylis alata* (striped 

greenhood) now 

flowering in Hobart 

region. 

Green and brown striped 

solitary flower on tall 

scape. leaves only present 

on sterile (non flowering) 

plants. Grows in open 

forest in damper areas 

Photo by Geoff Curry 
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TAS. ORCHID SOCIETY MAJOR other EVENTS 

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR… 

 

TOS Autumn Show 20
th

 May 2019. 

TOS Spring Show 26
th

 Sept. to Sept. 29
th

 2019 

 

 

 

 GREENHOOD editor Peter S Manchester 0477432640 …         

   milingandi@vision.net.au 

WEB MANAGER Michael Jaschenko … http://tos.org.au/ 

 

May 20
th

  - presentations by Noel Doyle & Peter Manchester. 

June 17
th

 – Geoff Curry  -Dendrodium Speciosums 

July 15
th

 – Sally Johnson – my method of recording 

 

2020 Orchid Conference 1
st
 week in October 2020  

…Chairperson Sally Johnston 

 

 

Committee meetings  for 2019/2020 are  …,  June 3
rd

;  July 1
st

; August 5
th

;  

September 2
nd

; October 7
th

; November 4
th

; December 2
nd

;  January 7
th

; February 

3
rd

; and March 3
rd

, 

 

The GREENHOOD editor endeavours to assure the reliability of articles and dated 

information. The opinions and views are those of individual  authors and not of the 

Tasmanian Orchid Society Inc. and disclaims all liability against any statements made . 
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A ll members are invited                                          

to submit floral 

arrangements  for judging on 

the following topics  

May 20th – see Autumn show 

                     schedule 

June 17th “Fit for the Queen” 

The Orchid Society has an 

extensive library kept at 

Legacy House and can be 

accessed at the monthly 

meetings. Our Librarian for 

the Society is Sally 

Johnson. Sally has 

photostated catalogue of 

the books and past orchid 

magazines. 

 

A very big thankyou to all members who donated value quality  

plants and produce for our Auction Night.  This was the best plant 

 quality I have ever seen – so well done all contributors.  David  

Cleaver did an excellent job as our auctioneer and added plenty of 

 fun and humour.  Sally and Elaine, Jan and Christine thankyou for 

 your assistance on the auction night.  Thank you bidders – 

 we raised over $1,200. 

Ross Orchid Day was a wonderful event.  Brian Heath from Rosella 

 Orchids gave two excellent presentations and brought with him 

 top quality plants for our members to purchase.  The food was the 

 best we have ever had, so a big  thankyou to Vicki and all the 

 ladies for the food organisation and most delightful  spread of 

 options. Mentor associationship seems to work in all spheres of 

 life.  It works in the business world, in the sporting world, in the  

personal  years of growing up and developing and in the orchid 

 learning world.  I encourage new growers to  associate closely with  

and  learn all they can from experienced growers and 

 correspondingly our senior growers need to be mentors to our 

develop     developing  new growers. 

Our Monday General Meeting nights and regular Sunda gathering 

 do achieve This associationship mixture, learning development and 

 friendship.  The Sunday get-togethers certainly do allow plenty of 

 time for socialising. 

Next important event - Our Autumn Show - bring in your plants and  

 be part of this event. 
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A.Tasmanian Orchid Society Orchid Mix …prepared by the Tasmanian 

Botanical Gardens staff for our members to purchase. …. Bags are available now.  The T.O.S 

Orchid mix (40 litre bags), are available at $15 for members and $20 for non-members. The keeper 

of the mix is our President Peter Willson. Please phone Peter on 62484375 who lives near 

Cambridge to make arrangements for PICKUP time and payment. 

2019 COMPETITION PLANTS  …… none available now 

Sartylis Bravehart’Sandy’ AM/AOC (a mericlone ) was 

the selected orchid for members to purchase for $10.00 

from the desk of the Treasurer. Yes, the blue in the 

background is a blue ribbon, hence the reason for AM 

(which means it has a 80% award percentage from the 

AOC ..American Orchid Society. It also has a Highly 

Commended Certificate (HCC) 

 

. …. 

Tasmanian Orchid Society payments and treasury matters. 

Members should be aware that the new Treasurer is Christine Doyle and can be contacted by 

email: noel.doyle3@bigpond.com by phone 62729820 or at all general meetings. Should 

payment be required preferred method is by direct debit.  

Direct Debit details are … Tasmanian Orchid Society Inc.  BSB – 067000  CBA   Acc. No. 2803512 

Please put your name/s in the description area, and inform Christine by sending an email. 

Cash / cheque can be paid directly to Treasurer Christine Doyle  at a meeting or posted to GPO Box 467 

Hobart 7001. 
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Treasurer C. Doyle wishes to inform the membership the following… 

statement for the period 1/4/2019 to 30/4/2019 

1. Expenditure  is $1175.89    2. Unrepresented cheques  $885.00 

3. Bank Balance as at 30/3/2019  $3801.06  3. Available Bank Balance … $2916.16 

 

2019 May Sunday get together… from . Shirley Jackson  

 The TOS  May gathering is being kindly hosted by Sally Johnston and her 

husband Michael.  

Sally would like attendees to bring along any plants which attendees may like to 

sell to the group.  

Due to a lack of time at our last meet Sally didn’t have an opportunity to show 

her orchid recording system to the main group, so I am hoping she will at this 

meet.  

It will be from 2pm to 4pm. Please bring a plate to 

share. 

How to get to Sally Johnson’s house 

Head down the Southern Outlet and when getting 

close to Kingston stay in the right hand lane and 

take the Margate (Blackmans Bay) exit. Take the 

slip road to Kingston. At the roundabout take the third exit onto Summerleas 

Road. At the next roundabout take the second exit staying on 

Summerleas Road. Take the next left (Queens Parade) then next right (Dado 

Street) then next right into Kelp Street. She is number 26. Ring if you get lost! 

0418 121 694 or 6229 1472. 

Our June meeting will be at Jenny Alfords. We may have an extra treat, so you 

may see a member of our society with a severely twisted arm. Shirley Jackson, 

0429030355 

     

     

The TOS Orchid day at Ross was a tremendous success. All attendees 

wish to thank the large group of members ( all volunteers ) who did a 

stirling job. In particular Vicki Cleaver and her team of ladies who 

prepared and organised the food that was available. Thankyou. 

The June edition of Greenhood will have a more detailed report for members. 
5.
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The listings are BASIC cultural information for our HOBART area. It is stressed that the 

information contained in these charts is to be used as a brief, basic guide depending on your own 

particular environment. Growing conditions vary from grower to grower depending on many 

factors, eg type of housing, potting medium, local weather conditions and the area where you live. 

Should you require more detailed information on any particular cultural aspect, it is suggested you 

seek the advice of advanced orchid members of TOS or a specialist orchid nursery. 
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April Meeting Results of members who were successful. 

Results were compiled by show steward Jim Smith and sent to the editor Peter Manchester.  The 

qualified judges of TOS are Vic. Dawes, Marcus Smith, Ian Woodgate and Jim smith. Trainee 

judges assisated in judging the entries. 

No entries were received in the classes of Cymbidium Hybrid over 90 mm and under, Gomesa 

Species or Hybrid and AustSarcochilus & All.Sp./Hyb. Aust. Native Tuberous, Australian Native 

Other Sp./Hyb.. Australian Native Other Sp/Hyb. 

Judges Vote 1st. Division  

Laeliinae Species and Hybrid  1st. C. Natalie Clark x sibling                                  S Jackson 

     2nd. Ctt. Chocolate Drop 'Kodoma' x  

      Rlc. Mt. Sylvan 'David Littman'                            I Woodgate          

Oncidium and Allied Sp./Hyb.  1st. Onc. Diggers Rest 'Eureka Sunset'                        J & B Smith      

      2nd. No Entry 

Masdevallia and Dracula Sp./ Hyb. 1st. Masd. (picea x Bocking Hybrid) x coriacea          S Jackson              

     2nd. Masd.  floribunda              J & B Smith 

Other Orchid Species   1st. Hal. retrocalla                                                       N & C Doyle

                   2nd. Max. schunkeana                                         N & C Doyle 

Other Orchid Hybrid   1st. Den. Aust. Freckles x Tweetie x  

      fuliginosum x teretifolium                           S Jackson 

     2nd      No Entry           

Best Species Orchid    Hal. retrocalla                                   N & C Doyle 

Best Hybrid Orchid    Masd. (picea x Bocking Hybrid) x coriacea            S Jackson 

Best of Best     Masd. (picea x Bocking Hybrid) x coriacea            S Jackson 

Orchid of the Month    Hal. retrocalla                               N & C Doyle 

    Judges Vote 2nd. Division 

Laeliinae Species and Hybrid  1st. Rlc. Goldenzelle                                                  D & V Cleaver

                  2nd. Ctt. Secret Love                                           P Manchester 

Gomesa Species or Hybrid  1st. Gom. Alosuka 'Claire'                            D & V Cleaver

                       2nd. No Entry 
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 Masdevallia and Dracula Sp./Hyb.  1st. Masd. Bob Hoffman          A & H Millward 

                   2nd. Masd. Morning Glory     I Crocker 

Other Orchid Species   1st. Milt. clowesii                                          R Hentscel 

                  2nd. Coel. ovalis                        D & V Cleaver 

Other Orchid Hybrid   1st. Z. Titanic 'Mayday'      P Willson 

                          2nd. Den. Mingle's Sapphire                       I Crocker 

Best Species     Milt. clowesii                     R Hentscel 

Best Hybrid     Gom. Alosuka 'Claire'                     D & V Cleaver  

Best of Best     Gom. Alosuka 'Claire'             D & V Cleaver 

Orchid of the Month    Gom. Alosuka 'Claire'                        D & V Cleaver 

 

 House Plants     Floral Arrangement 

1st. Zygo cactus       J Dicker  1st. "Easter"        A Gerrard 

2nd. African Violet           A Gerrard  2nd. "Easter"            J Dicker         

     Popular Vote 

 First Division      Second Division 

1st.     C. Summerland Girl     S Jackson                                1st.    Lc. Kamddii         D & V Cleaver  

2nd     Ctt. Chocolate Drop 'Kodoma' x                                  2nd.   Rlc. Goldenzelle                       D & V Cleaver 

 Rlc. Sylvan 'David Littman' I Woodgate               

3rd.     Hal. retrocalla          N & C Doyle                                3rd.   Gom Alosuka 'Claire'                D & V Cleaver 

               

 House Plants      Floral Arrangement 

1st.  Zygo cactus           J Dicker                            1st. "Easter"                   J Dicker 

2nd. African Violet         A Gerrard                            2nd. "Easter"                S Davies 

3rd. Cactus                        J Strang                           3rd. "Easter"                      A Gerrard 
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May 2019 Autumn Show Schedule 

 The Autumn show is on the May 20
th

  at Legacy Hall. It is in conjunction with 

our normal meeting at 7.30 pm. 

 PLANTS are DISPLAYED IN THE FRONT ROOM at Legacy Hall in the 

designated classes. Exhibitors should table their entries in the designated classes, 

labelled  as per the directions of committee member Trevor Dicker by 7.15 pm.  

If you have any queries consult the Judging Registrar Jim Smith. 

All flowering orchids are eligible provided you have owned and grown them for the 

past six months. Results of this show are not included in the end of year points tally. 

The classes for competition are …. 

Grand Champion: - Any Orchid $25.00 + AOC certificate + Perpetual Trophy 

Reserve Champion: - Any Orchid $15.00 

Best Cultured Plant: - $10.00 

All class trophies: - 1st. $5.00, 2nd. and 3rd. Prize Cards 

Class 1 Cymbidium Hybrid over 90mm.                  Class 2 Cymbidium Hybrid 90mm. and under 

Class 3 Cattleya and Allied Species or Hybrid        Class 4 Oncidium and Allied Species or Hybrid 

Class 5 Gomesa and Allied Species or Hybrid        Class 6 Masdevallia and Allied Species 

Class 7 Masdevallia and Allied Hybrid                   Class 8 Dracula Species 

Class 9 Dracula Hybrid                                           Class 10 Any Other Orchid Species (Not listed elsewhere) 

Class 11 Any Other Orchid Hybrid (Not listed elsewhere) Class 12 Sarcochilus and Allied Species or Hybrid 

Class 13 Dendrobium Species or Hybrid (Excluding Australian Native 

Class 14 Australian Native Species or Hybrid        Class 15 Australian Native Terrestrials Species or Hybrid 

Class 16 Best Species                                               Class 17 Best Hybrid 

Class 18 Foliage or Fern                                         Class 19 Flowering Plant 

Floral Art Classes                   Floral Art Special Award Best Overall: - Prize $10.00 

Class FA1 Floral Art  "Use an unusual container" 

Class FA2 Floral Art  "Arrangement without flowers" 

Class FA3 Floral Art "Tools from the Shed" (men only) 

Please keep our judges on their toes - and remember the old saying "You have to be in it to win it." 
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Britain's rarest flower given round-the-clock police protection !! 

 It is the sort of police operation reserved for the highest-profile VIPs. Patrols have been 

stepped up around the subject's place of residence and covert CCTV is being considered. The 

potential target has also been security tagged to protect against abduction. A Lady's Slipper 

orchid, whose name is inspired by its distinctive shoe-shaped flower, is now the subject of strict 

security by Lancashire Constabulary after it bloomed on the Silverdale Golf Course in 

Carnforth – making it the most sought-after plant in Britain for obsessive orchid fanciers. 

 The plant is strictly protected by law. Even touching 

one requires a special licence from Natural England. 

Nevertheless, cuttings from a Lady's Slipper, whose Latin 

name is Cypripedium calceolus, are so in demand that 

collectors are prepared to pay up to £5,000 for a flowering 

example. 

 Lancashire police confirmed yesterday that they had 

mounted an extensive operation to protect the Silverdale 

orchid; police tape surrounds the site and police regularly patrol the golf course on foot. Two 

attempts have been made in the last six years to steal or damage the plant, and it has now been 

security marked to ensure that anyone trying to seize a cutting can be identified. 

 If senior officers deem it suitable, special CCTV cameras will also be deployed around 

the site in the next few days to relay footage direct to police headquarters, where the orchid can 

be monitored around the clock. 

PC Duncan Thomas, wildlife officer for Lancashire police, said: "We have been monitoring this 

amazing plant for a number of years and you can't help being impressed, not only by its rarity 

but by the incredible display when flowering. "Sadly, there are persons who will seek to steal it 

and we are working to ensure its continued success." 

The Silverdale orchid is thought to be one of less than a dozen of the flowers now growing in the 

wild in Britain. 

 

Have you heard of this orchid Cypripedium 

calceolus … a single lady’s slipper orchid .. the 

last wild plant of its kind left.  

The lady's slipper orchid is one of the best 

known and most widely illustrated of all 

flowering plants.  

The earliest record of this fine orchid is Conrad 

Gessner's fine watercolour illustration of 1541, which was sadly not published until the 18th 

Century by Camerarius. UK.,  
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Orchid Groups on Facebook .. a brief survey by the author. 

1. Orchid Growers Australia has 12,729 members. This group is for the 

discussion of growing orchids and also to showcase all species and hybrid 

orchids, in... https://www.facebook.com/groups/Orchid.Growers.Australia 

2. American Orchid Society has 27,592 members. Guidelines for posting on the AOS 

Facebook site. The American Orchid Society's mission is to promote and... 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/52597049839 

3. Australian Orchid Enthusiasts has 2,124 members. This is a group for people who are 

interested in gardening and horticulture and is especially for those... 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/116601921708535 

4. Orchid Growers International has 5,849 members. This group is for the discussion of 

growing orchids and also to showcase all species and hybrid orchids... 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/701285079909761 

5. Coalition for Orchids Species has 4,616 members. Orchid Society in Miami Florida for 

people interested in growing orchid species. We meet on the third... 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/cosspecies 

 

Other orchid groups …. Are !!! 

..orchid business group; orchid reality group; orchid development group; wild orchid group; 

orchid stategy group; wild orchid group members. Orchid Study and Conservation Group. 

 

There is a black orchid group … yes !! 

 

 

The black orchid is unique in that it flowers all year long. Many other orchids flower only once 

a year or, in some cases, once every several years. The black orchid's flowers are different than 

many other orchids. The flowers on the black orchid visually appear to grow "upside down" 

when compared to other orchids. … now there is a challenge Jim Smith ? 
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What to Do With an Orchid Plant after it Blooms 

    By Molly Dugger Brennan ; Updated September 21, 2017 

 

 

Oncidium “Sweet sugar” an old hybrid but still a 

favourite because of its sunshine yellow petals. 

 

 Orchids provide months of bloom time, making them an enjoyable, showy houseplant. Many 

retailers are hoping that once an orchid has finished blooming, you'll toss it out and buy 

another plant. If instead you'd like to keep your orchid plant and grow it on to bloom again 

year after year, there are just a few simple rules to follow. So let us consider the following ! 

 To Trim the Stem or Not to Trim

Some orchids, such as the popular phalaenopsis or moth 

orchid, can bloom multiple times on the same stem. On this 

type of orchid, trim the stem no more than halfway back after 

all the flowers have dropped off. Doing this will maintain 

structural integrity by not letting the stem get so leggy that it 

snaps from the weight of the flowers.  

Also, trimming the flower spike often initiates the growth of a branch that will put out buds. 

On other types of orchids, the stem will progressively turn brown and dry after the bloom cycle 

is complete. Do not cut the stem until it is fully dry. Let the plant pull all the nutrients back out 

of the stem before you remove it. These types of orchids bloom only once per stem and will 

grow a fresh one to bloom anew. 

Feed Your Orchid 

 

 Your orchid does not go dormant; it just does things that 

are less fun to watch. It is important that you help your plant 

build up the energy to rebloom by feeding it, giving it the right 

amount of light, and watering the plant properly. The potting 

medium used for orchids is generally very light and airy so that it will drain well. It is also 

nutritionally deficient. Feed your orchid at least once a month with a balanced plant food; twice 

is even better. "Balanced means that the numbers on the label should be close in value, i.e., 20-

20-20, 6-8-7 or 10-12-10. If the fertilizer you find is not formulated especially for orchids, you 

must dilute it to half the usual strength. Orchid roots will burn easily. If it is an orchid-specific 

food, then it has been formulated to be safe for orchid roots and no extra step is necessary. 
12.
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Water Your Orchid Properly 

 

The majority of orchids available for purchase are epiphytes. 

That means that their natural orientation is to grow caught up 

in the branches of trees and cascade freely. Gravity pulls excess 

water away from the roots of the plants, so even though they are 

tropical, they are accustomed to being well drained. 

Overwatering an orchid is the fastest way to kill it. Let the top of the potting mix dry out 

between waterings. Remember that all plants will bounce back from a drought, but none come 

back to life if they've been drowned. 

Give Your Orchid the Right Amount of Light 

 

Orchids must get the right amount of light to 

rebloom. The right amount of light is 

dependent on the type of orchid. Some are 

happy in full sun; some love shade. If you 

give them too much light, the leaves will 

sunburn and stress the plant. If you give 

them too little light, the leaves will be a dark 

green, storing too much chlorophyll and 

never getting the trigger to initiate a bloom cycle.  

Know what type of orchid you have and what it requires. 

 

Orchid Is Growing Roots – What To Do With Orchid Roots Coming From 

Plant 

 If your orchids are developing crazy-looking tendrils that look a little like tentacles, 

don’t worry. Your orchid is growing roots, specifically aerial 

roots – a perfectly normal activity for this unique, epiphytic 

plant.  

Orchid Air Roots …So what are orchid tendrils?  

As noted above, orchids are epiphytes, which mean they grow 

on other plants – often trees in their native tropical 

rainforests. Orchids don’t hurt the tree because the humid air 

and the surrounding environment provide all the plant’s necessary water and nutrients. That 

odd-looking orchid root or stem assists the plant in this process. In other words, orchid air 

roots are perfectly natural. 13
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 What to Do With Orchid Roots?  

If the orchid air roots are firm and white, they are healthy and you don’t need to do anything at 

all. Just accept that this is normal behavior. According to orchid experts, you should definitely 

not remove the roots. There’s a good chance you’ll 

harm the plant or introduce a dangerous virus. Trim 

an orchid root or stem only if it’s dry and you’re 

don’t cover the roots because they may rot. Trim an 

orchid root or stem only if it’s dry and you’re certain 

it’s dead, but work carefully to avoid cutting too deep 

and harming the plant. Be sure to sanitize your 

cutting tool by wiping the blades with rubbing 

alcohol or a solution of water and bleach before you 

begin. This may be a good time to check the size of 

the pot. If the plant seems a little too snug, move the 

orchid into a larger container because overcrowded roots may escape and look for space to 

grow above the surface of the soil. 

 Be sure to use a potting mix suitable for orchids. (Some orchid pros think that a perlite/peat 

mix is less likely to produce aerial roots than bark.) Either way, don’t cover the roots because 

they may rot. 

 

How to Grow Orchids From Seeds 

     Written by Melissa J. Bell; Updated November 28, 2018  

Orchids, perennial members of the Orchidaceae family and genus Orchis that grow in USDA 

cold hardiness zones 6 through 11, are typically cultivated as indoor plants. Orchid 

propagation, like other plants, can be done through division, from cuttings or from seed.   

 

 

Growing orchids from seed, 

which results in 

unpredictable hybrid plants, 

is typically done in a 

laboratory but can be done 

at home with careful 

attention to sterilization.  

Of the two types of seed growth, open-air propagation and 

asymbiotic in-vitro propagation, the second is simpler, as it avoids the need for mycorrhizal 

fungal exposure. 
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Prepare Agar Medium 

Collect unripe seed capsules from an orchid plant that have not split yet but still have thick 

walls. 

Mix equal parts orchid gelling medium with distilled water in a cooking pot. Stir the mixture 

and heat it over the stove to boiling. Keep stirring for two minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pour the mixture into the lidded glass containers, filling them to 20 percent. This is called 

flasking. Add the lids and cover them with aluminum foil. 

Heat the containers, along with another lidded glass container, in the oven for 20 to 30 minutes 

to sterilize them. Let them stand for several days. 

Sterilize Seed Capsules 

Fill a cooking pot with water and boil it to steaming. Place a small grill section on top of the pot, 

and use it as a work surface to keep equipment sterilized. 

Put on a pair of rubber gloves and sterilize the grill surface and forceps with 70 percent 

ethanol. 

Fill the empty lidded glass container with bleach. Add seed capsules to sterilize them for 15 

minutes. 
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  Transfer each seed capsule to the grill with the forceps, then sterilize them in the ethanol 

again. If the grill mesh is too large to hold the seeds, first lay down a piece of ethanol-soaked 

paper towel. 

Sterilize the scalpel or sharp knife and open the seed 

capsules. Sterilize equipment between each capsule. 

Scrape out the seeds. 

Open the orchid medium containers over the steam and 

transfer the seeds into the containers with the forceps. 

Replace the cap and aluminum foil, and place the 

containers in a window that receives indirect sunlight. 

Transplant Orchid Seedlings 

Thin out the crowded seedlings between 30 and 60 days 

by transflasking. Remove each seedling from the original containers and put them into new 

ones, also filled with the agar medium. When the seedlings outgrow the containers, transplant 

them into a planting pot. 

Prepare a 10-cm. planting pot by filling it with coarse fir bark, stopping 5 cms from the top. Fill 

the rest of the pot with a moist orchid compost mixture that includes seedling grade fir bark, 

wood shavings, dolomitic limestone and blood and bone. 

Fill a cooking pot with water and heat it to 36 degrees Centigrade. Submerge the seedling 

containers in the water to soften the agar, and wait for 45 minutes. Bend a piece of wire into a 

loop and carefully pull the seedlings out of the containers with the loop.  

 

Wash the seedlings in lukewarm water to remove 

any remaining agar, and then plant them in the 

pot, 5 cms apart. Keep the pot in a warm, sunny 

spot and after the first week, mist the seedlings 

with water several times each day. 

 

Transplant the orchids to separate pots once they outgrow the original pot. 

After reading the process above and you would like to try the process these are the 

things you will need. 

Unripe orchid seed capsules ;Orchid gelling medium with agar; Distilled water; Cooking pot 

Spoon; Oven-safe glass containers with lids; Aluminum foil; Grill section; Rubber gloves; 

Tweezers or forceps; 70 percent ethanol; Bleach; Scalpel or sharp knife; Planting pot; Orchid 

compost; Length of wire metal; Plastic spray bottle; Orchid fertilizer; 

Orchid germination can take from one to nine months. To further prevent A couple of Tips  

bacterial contamination, sterilize seeding tools by briefly holding them in a flame. 
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Watering and Misting …. Part A. 

Is it safe to mist an orchid daily and when misting can you mist the petals also? 

 Yes, it's safe to mist orchids daily. There are, however, a few types of orchids that need a 

dry rest after flowering, and the ones that expect more severe dry rests (such as Cycnoches) 

should be misted only sparingly at that time. But for the vast majority of orchids, they can be 

misted as often as you like, so long as the potting mix doesn't get overwatered by mist dripping 

into it.  

 It's generally a good idea to avoid misting the flowers, as this can sometimes leave them 

spotted with various sorts of mildew or fungal infections that will make the flowers not last as 

long and may affect the health of the plant. But if the humidity is really low, this can cause a 

plant to drop its buds before they open, so make sure to mist in that case. 

Misting should only be done every 3 days no more. Flowers should never be misted or else they will 

 fall before time.

Can You Mist Orchid Leaves? 

You can mist your orchid leaves as long as you provide the correct conditions to reduce the risk 

of disease. Many people mist their orchids very successfully at home, and in the right hands, 

misting can help them to thrive and grow strong and healthy.  

Many commercial growers mist their orchids on a large scale to provide the best possible 

growing conditions. They carefully produce the perfect conditions for their orchids, including 

just enough heat, humidity and airflow to let their orchids grow quickly and to their full 

potential. 

This makes sense, as their aim is to produce wonderful flowering orchids for consumers, so the 

more stunning the blooms and healthy the plants, the more orchids they will sell.  

. There are two main reasons why many growers do NOT mist orchids
 Firstly, misting increases the risk of causing a fungal or bacterial disease to the leaves or 

stems of orchids. Secondly, there are much better and safer ways to increase the humidity levels 

for orchids.  

Using a humidity tray or humidifier will produce a more controlled and sustained increase in 

local humidity and this will reduce the risk of water pooling in undesirable places on your 

orchid.  

3 Reasons Why People Mist Orchids 

There are some good reasons why people mist orchids, and 

with it being a very popular thing to do when caring for 

orchids, there must be some clear benefits. Here are  three
reasons why you may wish to mist your orchids.  
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1. To Increase Humidity 

This is of course the most obvious reason people mist their orchids. Most of us are told that 

orchids naturally grow in humid conditions and misting seems like a good way to replicate this. 

Misting only requires a spray bottle and is easy to do. It does increase humidity significantly, 

but the effect doesn’t always last for long.  

 

2. Watering Orchids By Misting 

Orchid leaves and roots are adapted to absorb water directly from the air in humid conditions. 

When growing in the wild, orchids are often attached to the side of a tree, rather than growing 

in soil, so they need to be able to efficiently absorb water whenever it is available.  

Orchids are well adapted to absorb a lot of water quickly after rainfall. The rain runs down the 

branches of the trees they are growing on, but without soil to hold the water, it will be gone 

soon, so an orchid has to work quickly.  

In between rainfall, the orchid must make do with the water within the humid air of the forests 

in which they grow. Orchids are actually able to open the stomata on the underside of their 

leaves to increase the water absorption capacity of the leaves in highly humid conditions.  

In many ways, misting makes good sense, to provide natural conditions for an orchid 

living in an artificial environment.  

3. Foliar Feeding 

Many orchid growers use foliar fertilizer to feed their plants, rather than using a fertilizer 

solution when watering. This quite a popular thing to do for orchids, and it is somewhat 

effective, but is not really necessary.  

 

Watering and Misting …. Part B. will continue in the June issue.. 

 

Finally a tip seen on Gardening Australia TV program. 

How can one get rid of ants that have made their home in your orchid potting medium? 

… put the pot in a large bucket of luke warm water for 5 to 8 minutes… they will drown !! 
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